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Application for an emergency alien's passport
Filled in by the Swedish Migration Agency
Dossier number

Signature

You can use this form to apply for an emergency alien’s passport if you need to travel to or from Sweden immediately. If
you do not have any documents that will serve as a passport and do not have possibility of obtaining one, the Swedish
Migration Agency can issue an emergency alien’s passport in certain cases.This applies, for example, if you have been
given a residence permit in Sweden on the grounds of protection against authorities in your home country and therefore
cannot contact them to obtain a passport. The Migration Agency can issue an emergency alien's passport for a single
journey. An emergency alien's passport is normally valid for a maximum of seven months.
Guardians can also use this form to apply for an emergency alien’s passport on behalf of a child that is under 18.
Normally, one or both the child’s parents are the guardians but a trustee or specially appointed custodian can also be a
guardian. As the guardian, you fill in and sign the application. You must also send the form "Consent for the Swedish
Migration Agency to issue an alien's passport for a child under the age of 18" (form 247011).
Please note that you must submit your application in person, filled in, at one of the Migration Agency offices or at a
Swedish mission abroad. Remember that everybody applying for an emergency alien's passport must come to the
office, including children.
If you want to apply for a normal alien’s passport, you should fill in form 191011. For more information, please go to
www.migrationsverket.se

1. Personal data
Family name

Previous surname, if any

First name

Date of birth (year, month, day, extra numbers)

Sex

Height in centimetres

Man

Woman

Current nationality

Previous nationality, if any

Place of birth

Country of birth

2. Current address and telephone number
Address
Postal code and place

Country

E-mail address

Telephone (daytime)

3. Have you had a passport before?
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Yes (continue to fill in information about your last passport under question 3)
No (go to question 5)

Type of passport (ordinary passport, diplomatic passport or travel
document)

Passport number

Date when passport was issued

Passport issued by

Additional information about the previous passport, such as whether you have had more than one passport.

NB: Please attach photocopies of pages in your passport that include your personal details, photo, visa,
residence permit and official stamps.

4. Have you lost your passport?

Yes (continue to fill in question 4)
No (go to question 5)

How did you lose your passport?

When did you leave Sweden (If you are not currently in Sweden)?

NB! If you have lost your passport you must send a copy of the police report.

5. Have you applied for a passport from your home country or country where you
previously lived?
Yes (continue to fill in question 5)
No (go to question 6)

Where did you hand in your application?

When did you apply?

Have you applied on several occasions?

Enter the dates of previous applications

Yes

No

How have you contacted the passport authority?

By visiting in person
By telephone the number ……………………………………....................................
Via e-mail to the address ………………………………………....................................

Enter all reasons why you were not granted a passport.

NB! You must send copy of all documents that show you have not been granted a passport.

6. Why have you not applied for a passport from your home country or country where
you previously lived?

7. Do you have any identity documents or other documents that can prove your identity?
Yes (continue to fill in information under question 7)
No (go to question 8)

What documents do you have?
Passport
Identity card
Other documents that have a photograph and identity data (specify below)
State what other identity documents you have.

8. Why do you need to travel to or from Sweden?

NB! You must send documents proving why you need to travel to or from Sweden and documents
showing your itinerary.

9. Additional information
Enter any additional information that you would like to submit to support your application.

10. Documents that you must send with your application
Copy of the pages in your passport that show personal data, photograph, visas, residence permits
and stamps (if you have a passport or have had one).
Copy of police report (if you have lost your passport).
Copy of all documents that show that you have not been granted a passport from your previous
home country or the country where you previously lived (if you applied for a passport, but your
application was not granted).
Documents proving why you need to travel to or from Sweden and documents showing your
itinerary.
Form 247011, "Consent for the Swedish Migration Agency to issue an alien's passport for a child
under the age of 18" (if you are applying as the guardian of a child under 18).

11. Signature
I certify that the information I have written in this application is correct and complete.

Place and date

Signature

Name in block capitals

